Last minute availability on luxury houses to hire won’t last long
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A specialist company that offers some of the UK’s luxury houses to hire
(http://thebeautifulhousecompany.com) is advising people not to leave making a booking too late this year
or you may miss out on getting the dream to hire.
The Beautiful House Company is probably the best known company in the UK that specialises in making some
of the most amazing and incredibly beautiful properties available to people for hiring for almost any
purpose. Some of the properties that the company has available for hire really are quite diverse in
style, ranging from very contemporary style barn conversions to stunning stately houses and country
estates. The company is delighted that it has such a choice available but they are keen to highlight the
fact that this also makes them extremely popular.
‘Over the last few years we have seen demand for our properties simply skyrocket. Whether it is period
dramas on TV or a desire to enjoy a staycation in the UK with a difference, we have never seen so many
people looking to hire one of our houses’, explained a spokesperson for The Beautiful House Company.
‘That is why we are keen that anyone who has really set their heart on staying in one of these
beautiful locations should book really soon because we know that all availability will disappear really
quickly.’
The choice of stunning homes offered by the company is matched by the variety of locations on offer, with
many fantastic areas to stay in throughout the UK including houses, estates and castles in the North, the
Midlands, Wales, Scotland, the South West and other areas. It is an opportunity that the company believe
could make for an unforgettable getaway.
‘Just imagine spending your anniversary or special birthday in a castle or living like a lady and lord
for a few days in a mansion? Our company can make it happen, but if you want to make it happen this year,
you need to act fast’, explained the company spokesperson. ‘There really is no better option if you
are looking for somewhere for that big surprise party or family get together.’
The company website is very informative with lots of details on the luxury houses to hire and their
capacity for guests. If you fancy the idea of living in splendid surroundings, visit The Beautiful House
Company website thebeautifulhousecompany.com for more details.
For quotes contact the press team by Phone on: +44 (0)1242 263649 or Email on:
thebeautifulhousecompany@gmail.com
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